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Four major areas of disruptions in the Industry drive 
mismatch between market and supply chain capabilities
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Long-Term & 
Disruptive 

Challenges for 
R&C Supply 

Chains

Rise of 
emerging 
markets

Changing 
consumption 

patterns

Regional 
customization

Companies must configure global supply chains to 
serve more diverse markets with very different 

growth rates and products

Shifting Demand

Omni-
channel

Increased 
service 

requirements

Value 
emphasis

Companies must serve a more diverse set of 
channel and customer cost and service 

requirements

Evolving Retail

Increased 
demand 
volatility

Portfolio 
expansion

New sales 
channels

Supply chains must embrace complexity while 
maintaining the cost benefits of simple and 

streamlined operations

Growing Complexity

Supply chains must find new ways to 
unlock cost savings and improve margins to 

stay competitive

Rising costs
Rising raw 

materials cost 
and volatility

Increased 
labour 
costs

Sustainability

concerns
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One size does not fit all: Leaders tailor their supply chains 
to the needs of different customer segments
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Market characteristics Supply chain requirements Supply chain architecture

Supply Chain Segmentation groups products, customers and assets that share common characteristics 
to enable end-to-end alignment between business strategy, customers’ needs and supply chain 
capabilities
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‘End-to-end supply chain alignment’ to meet the needs of 
different customer segments, has proved to be a winning 
formula
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End-to-end value chain

1
2

Understand what your customers 
value the most

• Get a profound understanding of your 
customer value proposition

• Segment customers based on business 
value and needs

Suppliers Customers

Source Make DeliverSource Make Deliver Source Make Deliver

Plan

Plan

Your company

Plan

Customer’s 
customers

Supplier’s 
suppliers
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Identify the key supply chain capabilities to 
deliver that value

• Enable the supply chain to align to the value proposition, 
with different policies for order fulfilment, transportation, 
inventory, manufacturing, sourcing, and different structural 
and network designs

Design segmented supply chains with “end-to-end alignment”

• Configure differentiated supply chains to meet the needs of different 
customer segments

• Collaborate with the extended supply chain to drive consistency between 
customer needs and operational policies through the entire value chain
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Example: CPG company developed differentiated supply chains 
to increase sales while reducing operating costs and inventory

CLIENT EXAMPLE

Segmented Supply Chain

• Redesigned supply chain based on 
product & customer demand 
characteristics and optimised each 
supply chain end-to-end, from 
customer order policies to supplier 
interaction model:

– Efficient: focuses on economies 
of scale, synergies and low cost 
production and delivery 

– Responsive: increases the 
ability to service lower volume but 
volatile SKUs at acceptable cost

– Agile: focuses on supporting new 
and end of life SKUs through end 
to end planning collaboration

EFFICIENT

RESPONSIVE

AGILE

CUSTOMER

Inventory VMIPhysical Flow

SOURCE MAKE DELIVER

Summary

High MOQ’s, long lead times, make-to-
stock, direct store deliveries, ...) 

Low MOQ’s, short lead times, make-to-
forecast, CPFR, ...) 

Low MOQ’s, short lead times, configure-
to-order, E2E planning collaboration, ...) 
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Increasingly, companies work together with trading partners 
and create a collaborative approach to optimize the SC
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Typical Supply Chain collaboration initiatives and related objectives

Supp. Supp.
Comp
-etitor

Cust. Cust.

Supp. Supp. Firm Cust. Cust.

Supp. Supp.
Comp
-etitor

Cust. Cust.

Supp. Supp.
Comp
-etitor

Cust. Cust.

Suppliers Industry Customers
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Upstream collaboration: 

• Reduce volatility and risk on commodities 
• Shift from push to pull supply chain flows 
• Reduce transportation and storage costs 

Downstream collaboration:

• Implement joint forecasting and planning
• Improve service level / on-shelf availability
• Reduce inventories
• Portfolio optimization
• POS data analytics

2

1

Industry collaboration:

• Share assets for transportation or storage
• Share technology, initiate development of 

industry standards

3
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Companies are viewing collaboration as a key capability 
and see a significant increase in this area
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Rationale 

• Internal growth opportunities and 
operational efficiencies have been 
exploited

• As they have focused on internal 
core competencies, they must 
increasingly rely on others to 
optimize their extended value chains

• Global, macro-trends increase both 
risks and opportunities across 
partners

• Technology is enabling a new level 
of transparency

Future role of collaboration
# interviewees

0

1

5

1 8

21

28

1

1

5

20

Stay As Is

Reduce/
Stop Doing It

Essential
For Success

Start Testing
Approach

Growing
Importance

Retailers

Manufacturers

Source: PwC Strategy& Collaboration Survey

Collaboration Importance and Rationale
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Collaboration today only scratches the surface – a broader, 
more strategic approach is required
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Collaboration “stages of evolution”

Data exchange

Joint ordering & 
execution

Joint strategies & 
ownership
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Level of integration

“Full focus on value 
creation”

“Partial focus on 
value creation”

“Focus on cost 
reduction”

“Ad-hoc problem 
solving”

• Create visibility by 
sharing POS data, 
inventory levels, 
forecast, etc.

• VMI / CMI

• Automated store 
replenishment

• Direct store deliveries

• Continuous 
improvements

• …

Joint business 
planning

• Collaborative planning

• Joint event forecasting

• POS analytics

• Joint procurement 
opportunities

• …

• Collaborative product 
development/NPI

• Merchandising 
optimization 

• Category assortment, 
private label strategy

• Shared investments

Operational Tactical Strategic
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In most advanced level, both parties pursue margin 
enhancement and growth opportunities across entire value 
chain
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“Virtual vertical collaboration” – The possibilities

Manufacturer

Customer

New Product 
Development

Distribution

Planning

Supply / 
Manufacturing

Merchandizing / 
Store Operations

• Leverage joint insights and resources as part of a retail 
category strategy that results in breakthrough innovation

How could we jointly…

• Collaborative Business Planning to link strategic business 
planning with execution across both organizations

• Pool resources and share best practices to improve 
procurement processes, and streamline production planning 
to reduce total product cost

• Optimize the assets throughout our distribution network 
(warehouse/transportation) to reduce total delivered cost

• Collaborative in-store execution to reduce out-of-stocks and 
drive improvement in merchandizing programs/new launches

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.recruitmentdays.nl/uploads/Image/procter %26 gamble logo 2.BMP&imgrefurl=http://www.recruitmentdays.nl/Bedrijven/Subsponsoren&h=377&w=627&sz=232&hl=en&start=2&tbnid=Qvb96gsVljUhPM:&tbnh=82&tbnw=136&prev=/images?q%3DP%26G%2Blogo%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26rls%3DGGLG,GGLG:2006-06,GGLG:en
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.recruitmentdays.nl/uploads/Image/procter %26 gamble logo 2.BMP&imgrefurl=http://www.recruitmentdays.nl/Bedrijven/Subsponsoren&h=377&w=627&sz=232&hl=en&start=2&tbnid=Qvb96gsVljUhPM:&tbnh=82&tbnw=136&prev=/images?q%3DP%26G%2Blogo%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26rls%3DGGLG,GGLG:2006-06,GGLG:en
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://vantagepointblog.files.wordpress.com/2009/09/coca-cola_logo_script.jpg&imgrefurl=http://vantagepointblog.wordpress.com/2009/09/01/5-logo-design-crutches/&usg=__Iw96SoJAqZahBgFxvoNp04CtN_U=&h=322&w=850&sz=167&hl=en&start=2&sig2=xN5yyJomJ80e1UckyYTmUw&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=0zQoIeuSPKAtJM:&tbnh=55&tbnw=145&prev=/images?q%3DCOCA%2BCOLA%2BLOGO%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26tbs%3Disch:1&ei=7obFS9uJKsL_lgfxlbiCDA
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Changing the game starts by aligning efforts to business 
strategies, expanding partnerships and creating a 
collaborative mindset
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Game Changing Collaboration Foundational Elements

Partner Selection 

Based on complimentary 
capabilities, resources

Process Management

Change embedded to drive 
repeatable, scalable efforts

Mutual Strategic Impact

Objectives that support each 
company’s strategy

Collaboration Enablers

Efforts aligned with strength 
of partner relationship
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Client Example: FMGC brand owner has embarked on 
collaborative efforts to improve service levels and margins
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CLIENT EXAMPLE

Situation

• Complex set of offerings with different 
demand characteristics and specifications

• No alignment with key customers or 
suppliers (“within the four walls” view)

• Client applied one “average” supply chain model, 
“under-serving” premium markets while 
“over-serving” commodity markets

• Low customer service levels and high 
inventory

• Slow growth and low profitability

Approach

• Evaluated customer requirements and 
competitive offers through external surveys and expert 
interviews

• Segment customers based on business value and 
needs

• Developed collaborative value chain 
improvement program with selected customers

• Identify collaborative levers to improve supply 
chain performance

• Achieved customer differentiation and 
profitability improvement through by “end-to-end 
supply chain alignment” (i.e., by aligning the customer 
offerings and operational capabilities)
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The collaborative approach leverages a variety of revenue 
and cost levers…
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CLIENT EXAMPLE

Collaborative levers for enhanced profitability

Revenue/margin growth 
levers

• Utilizing POS data and 
improving on-shelf availability

• Managing/reallocating shelf 
space and products to optimise 
store assortments

• Improving effectiveness of 
promotions and product 
launches

• Reviewing pricing strategy

Process Service improvements

• Improving demand forecasting

• Automated store replenishment

• Launching new products 
collaboratively

• Jointly improving promotion 
planning and management

• Jointly improving phase-out 
process

Cost reduction

• Inventory tracking

• Decreasing shrinkage

• Enhancing distribution efficiency

• Optimizing the role of 
merchandisers

• Reducing returns
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… to identify significant performance improvement 
opportunities per customer
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CLIENT EXAMPLE

Summary of improvement potential identified in the projects
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65.68

6.60

4.30

5.64

3.80

9.94
1.41

4.03

1.12

4.39
2.33

2.29

EBIT impact of cost savings

EBIT impact of incremental sales

Other

In-store communication
Marketing & promo.

Category management

Product availability

Inventory reduction

SKU rationalisation

Store operations

Shrinkage 

Production & logistics
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Industry 4.0 will transform our entire value chain and 
establish closer ties with value chain partners
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Industry 1.0

Steam engine 
manufacturing

Industry 2.0

Mass production 
and assembly lines

Industry3.0

Automation and 
robotic

Industry 4.0
Smart sensors

Internet of things

Real-time connectivity

Cloud computing

Big data analytics

Autonomous systems

3D Printing

End of 18th century

Beginning of 
20th century 

1970th

2015+

1800 1900 2000 2014 2020

Key Drivers and Enablers of Industry 4.0 applications

New Economy

W W W

New Technologies Connected Capabilities Intelligent Algorithms

1101
0111

Data Analytics Internet of Things
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The growing level of digitization and connectivity increase 
the importance closer co-operation with value chain partners
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Source: PwC Industry 4.0 survey, 2014

The main driver for closer cooperation is 
the ability to better satisfy customer 
requirements 

84%

84% of the companies 
surveyed expect that 
closer co-operation 
and increased 
integration with other 
companies will be of 
great importance.

All industry sectors are focusing on 
cooperation and horizontal networking to 
a greater extent 

Access to know-how/ 
expert knowledge 

Higher innovation 
rate/speed 

Better satisfaction of 
customer requirements 

More efficient division 
of labour 

Faster time to market 

Greater flexibility 

59.0%

32.0%

31.0%

30.0%

25.0%

12.0%

Most important reasons for co operation in the context of Industry 4.0 

Selection of the top 2 reasons (percentage) 
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An integrated supply chain model uses real-time information 
to manage and optimize design, production and distribution
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Smart supply chain vision for fashion & sports

Warehousing

Inbound
Logistics

Sourcing &
Manufacturing

C
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Outbound
Logistics

Online

Stores

Marketing/ 
Demand planning

Design

Tier 2

Tier 1

Self-learning 
algorithms

Optimal retail 
allocation

Efficient replenishment
(pull-based)

Production flexibility, 
real-time optimization

“Open source”, 
social design

Maximum 
transparency 

Real-
time 

analytics 
Real-time
track & trace

Smart warehousing,
stock optimization

S
u

p
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r

Digital 
production

Prescriptive analytics

EXAMPLE
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Going forward, digitization will transform supply chains to 
become the efficient back-bone for digital front-ends
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Traditional sequential model Future integrated model

Transparent Limited view of supply chain Complete view of supply chain

Simultaneous
Information delayed as it moves through each 
organization

All supply chain members see information 
simultaneously

Extended / 
Collaborative

Limited visibility to the entire chain hinders 
meaningful collaboration

Collaboration depth develops naturally to capture 
intrinsic supply chain value

Flexible
End customer demand distorted as information flows 
along the material path

End customer demand changes are rapidly 
assessed

Responsive
Different planning cycles resulting in delays and 
unsynchronized responses across multiple tiers

Real time response on planning and execution 
level (across all tiers to demand changes)
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Industry 4.0 will have a major impact on all areas across 
the entire supply chain and offers huge potential
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Planning 4.0: 

• System based end-to-end integrated planning incl. customers and suppliers

• Real-time omni-channel demand analytics and scenario simulation

• Demand sensing and shaping; cross network analytics

• Multi-echelon inventory optimization

Sourcing 4.0:

• VMI / auto-
replenishment

• “Touchless” 
order process

• Integrated co-
development,  
collaborative 
engineering

• Channel 
inventory 
visibility

• On-site 3D 
printing of 
materials

Warehousing 4.0: 

• Predictive picking,  
autonomous packing

• Automated warehouse 
logistics systems

• Cross-warehouse 
visibility and 
optimization

• End-to-end 
transparency on stock

Order management 
4.0: 

• Full order 
transparency

• “Perfect order” multi-
tier, real-time ATP 
capabilities 

• “Touchless” order 
process

• Digital customer 
system connectivity

• Digitized order 
tracking (e.g. RFID)

Transport 4.0: 

• Value Chain visibility with track and trace capabilities from supplier to use by customers

• Sensor-equipped packages to ensure product quality

• In- and outbound logistics visibility, in-transit optimization of routes / shipments

• Autonomous logistics, automated guided vehicles (especially on-site)

Sourcing SalesProduction

Customer 
network

Supplier 
network

Plan

Source Make

Internal demand

IT, architecture and systems

Deliver

CLIENTSupplier Customer

Customer orderPurchase order
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- Industrial companies: 

Providing the business challenge and area 
of innovation

- Technology partner(s):

Providing the tools/technology to tackle 
the business challenge

- PwC: 

Providing the business and process 
knowledge and the coordinating role in 
the network

Enable Industry 4.0 trough collaborative innovation 
partnerships
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Digital 
Operations

Technology 
partners

PwC 

Industrial 
companies

“Collaborative innovation is a concept where different stakeholders join their
competences around Industry 4.0 opportunities. The joint result for clients will
be better than the individual pieces. “

Together we co-create a solution and create a win-win for all.
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Digital experience - examples
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EXAMPLES

Demand sensing

 Natsu collaborated with Blue Yonder to improve sales 
forecast and reduce its leftover stocks of sushi, wraps 
and salads 

 The cyclic-boosting algorithm from Blue Yonder uses 
numerous external factors (e.g. weather) and creates 
forecasts that are very close to actual daily demand

 Results: leftover stock reduced by 20% and optimized 
logistics processes

Digitally Integrated Store



 Burberry equipped its digitally integrated flagship store 
with full-length screens, audio-visual content displays 
and live-streaming hubs

 RFID chips are attached to certain clothes; when a 
customer approaches one of the screens, customized 
content will be played1

 These "smart" tags help the retail chain to streamline 
inventory and simplify the order management process

1) Attachment of RFID chips occurs before products leave manufacturing centers to assist with inventory tracking
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Client example: Installing a paperless factory at 
Friesland Campina Aalter (Belgium)
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Client Friesland Campina supplies dairy consumer products:

• approx. 22.000 employees

• revenue of 11.4 billion EUR in 2013

• operate in more than 100 countries

Client’s 
Challenge

Within the factory shopfloor, operators have to execute paper 
checklists each shift. The data is only used reactively in case of a 
problem and there is no follow up on actual filling in of the data.

Solution By digitising the shopfloor processes that contain paper checklists 
with the help of Proceedix and tablets, the initial process waste was 
eliminated (double registration, no registration, limited use of 
information)

All operator procedures are now used in their optimal way and can 
be tracked proactively

Benefits + Innovation on the shopfloor was warmly welcomed by workforce, 
creating an attractive employer brand

+ Data is used proactively, and big breakdowns could be reduced (~ 
condition monitoring)

+ Paperless factory,  with easy monitoring of operator procedures

+ Operators can be supported with targeted information when they 
need it
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Thank you
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